
How One Simple Blog Optimization Drove a 50% Increase in Traffic

About 6 months ago, we wrote a blog post to help new marketing directors get off to a

great start in their roles. It was ranking well in search -- on Page 1 for various keywords

-- but we had an idea of how it could be doing better.

We made use of Hubspot's SEO content mapping tool to build clusters of related blogs

and articles. By linking our pages internally, we can provide a seamless user experience

and increased search engine visibility.

In August, weeks after our content was optimized for SEO, there were over 1,500 organic

searches for our blog post. That's about a 50% increase in traffic.

Hubspot’s page SEO tool helped us to optimize the content through their search console

integration.

One of the many services we offer is search engine optimization (SEO). With this

expertise, we'll discover the perfect array of keywords for your business and rewrite

content to improve your chance at discovery. As our own website has grown, we

recognized a need for SEO.



The Challenge

About 6 months ago, We wrote a post to help new marketing directors create a 30-60-90

day plan to get off to a fast start in a new role. We also made a template as an

additional bonus after reading the post. The post did well in search, with some visibility

on Pages 1 and 2 for a variety of keywords. We thought it could do even better, so we

added budgeting templates to increase visibility with people who were likely our target

readers: B2B marketing directors.

We decided to revisit this blog and give it an SEO facelift to keep our rankings and

search volume from slipping.

While the original post included valuable and insightful information, we also felt we

could rewrite a few sections and add up-to-date info to stand out from our competitors

who were writing on the same topic.

Finally, to drive new contacts, we added conversion-optimized CTA buttons within the

blog to encourage readers to download our 30-60-90 day plan and marketing budget

templates right within the post.

What We Did

Went to a post in August 2022 and updated this post to ensure its performance

continues to exceed industry benchmarks.

Here are some of the strategies we used to improve the article's performance:

1) Target the keywords that were ranking the original post well

2) Metadata such as the title, description, URL, and image alt text make it possible

to incorporate new keywords



3) Here are a few header tags to get you started on ranking better with the major

search engines.

4) Backlinks

5) Keywords Density

6) Intent based Targeting (Navigated from competitors keywords to our website)

We also Added:

1) CTA buttons to download our 30-60-90 day plan and marketing budget templates

2) An entire section about measuring the success of your 90-day marketing plan

3) Copy to reflect Google’s Featured Snippet, as demonstrated below:

Copy to reflect Google’s Featured Snippet:

What is a 30-60-90 Day Plan and How Does it Help Businesses?

The 30-60-90 day plan is a short time frame that helps make your transition on the job

and establish goals for the first three months. This way, you'll stick to long-term goals

and have a smoother transition.

Why this was important: Featured snippets are selected search results that are featured

on top of Google's organic results below the ads in a box. Featured snippets aim to

answer the user's question right away (hence their other well-known name, "answer

boxes"). This can improve brand exposure and establish a business as a thought leader.



The Result

We noticed increased page views almost immediately after we optimized our blog post.

In July 2022, there were just 991 organic searches that resulted in people visiting our

blog.

In August, just weeks after the optimization, there were 1,552 organic searches that led

people to the blog post — a 50% increase in traffic.

In addition to an increase in organic traffic, we also saw a sharp increase in new

contacts originating from this blog post, utilizing a first-touch attribution model. New

contacts were created from readers that downloaded our templates or subscribed to

receive blog updates.

Not only has optimization helped to drive more organic traffic for our blog posts, but it

has also contributed to more organic traffic to our website. This allows us to grow and

be a leading B2B digital marketing agency, which attracts other high-quality clients who

want to partner with us and grow their reputation too.


